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virtualbox is being actively developed with frequent releases and has an
ever growing list of features, supported guest operating systems and

platforms it runs on. virtualbox is a community effort backed by a
dedicated company: everyone is encouraged to contribute while oracle

ensures the product always meets professional quality criteria. virtualbox
is a powerful x86 and amd64/intel64 virtualization product for enterprise

as well as home use. not only is virtualbox an extremely feature rich, high
performance product for enterprise customers, it is also the only

professional solution that is freely available as open source software under
the terms of the gnu general public license (gpl) version 2. see about

virtualbox for an introduction. 1) you have short file names disabled (this is
not the default setting).. virtualbox and/or windows installer should not be
using short file names, only legacy apps (from 15+ years ago) should need

to use them. 2) you are running vista (c:documents and settings is no
longer the location of user profiles). 3) your username in windows is not ztt
(that appears to be what it is). 4) you did some crazy stuff to your windows

profile layout and broke everything. run into the same problem recently.
had virtualbox -2.0.4-38406-win_x86 working fine (with the network driver)
and wanted to updated. the uninstall for the previous version has crashed

(failed to finish) - i suspect failing to remove the network driver. now i
cannot install the new version virtualbox -2.1.4-42893-win_x86. sat, 20 aug

2010 22:22:00 gmt sun microsystems inc. virtualbox is a free desktop
virtualization product for x86 platform. it supports both 32bit and 64bit
architectures and runs on oracle solaris, major linux distros, macos and

windows. virtualbox is part of the xvm virtualization suite presented by sun
microsystems in september 2008 and maintained by oracle since then.

virtualbox is available for download from sun microsystems inc. virtualbox
is available for download from sun xvm virtualbox 2.1.2 (32-bit) download

virtualbox 2.2 is available for download from
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